HOUSING AND REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY

2020 - YEAR IN REVIEW
OVERVIEW
The Edina Housing and Redevelopment Authority (HRA) was established in 1974 for the purpose of
undertaking urban redevelopment projects and assisting with the development of affordable housing.
The members of the Edina City Council serve as Commissions of the Board of the HRA. The Edina City
Manager serves as Executive Director of the HRA. From time to time, additional services are provided
to the HRA by City staff as part of their regular job duties.
The HRA also uses third-party professionals to provide expertise in the preparation of redevelopment
agreements and to provide monitoring and reporting oversight.
This report has been prepared by City of Edina staff to highlight activities and accomplishments in the
past year. This report also contains updated project information that may shape upcoming activities and
programs of the HRA.

2020 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
•

Completed redevelopment at 4500 France Ave. – the Lorient Apartments and received public
easements on 40 new parking stalls and a new public plaza

•

Established Small Business Emergency Assistance Program and issued 11 forgivable loans and 41
grants to local small businesses to help counter the economic impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic

•

Established Emergency Rental Assistance Program and awarded $200,000 in rental assistance to
Edina households in 2020

•

Worked with the Edina Housing Foundation and MWF Properties to break ground on new
affordable housing at 7075-7079 Amundson Avenue

•

Prepared documents to sell property to Aeon for new affordable housing at 4100 West 76th St

•

Closed on thirteen (13) “Come Home 2 Edina” second mortgages

•

Provided funding to the Edina Housing Foundation to acquire 4040 West 70th Street to be
redeveloped into permanently affordable senior housing

•

Implemented the Class 4d Property Tax Reduction for naturally occurring affordable multifamily
housing to one building, preserving 23 affordable units for 2-years

REDEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY
The global pandemic impacted redevelopment and economic conditions in Edina. Most projects that had
already received financing or broken ground continued to move forward. Unfortunately, some projects
were delayed and some may not recover.
In 2020, many businesses located throughout Edina experienced unprecedented impacts due to the
pandemic that was officially recognized in mid-March. In order to limit the spread of the virus, many
businesses were affected by government mandated closures and temporary occupancy limits. Other
businesses were impacted by rapidly changing consumer behavior, with some customers not willing to
patronize businesses in person due to concern of virus spread. While some businesses (like grocery
stores and hardware stores) prospered, the majority of other businesses struggled.
Despite these conditions, developers and investors continued to be interested in in under-performing
commercial and industrial sites in Edina. Most redevelopment occurs on properties that were originally
developed 50 or more years ago. The aging structures on these properties typically has not kept pace
with the needs or expectations of the current marketplace.
Most redevelopment in Edina is privately funded. The HRA does get involved in project financing when
the project is determined to be unfeasible without intervention and when the proposed project delivers
long-term community benefits. Most of the 60 major redevelopment projects constructed since the
recovery from the Great Recession have been privately funded. Only nine projects have utilized tax
increment financing (TIF) from Edina. Four of these nine projects were developed by the Edina HRA or
not-for-profit affordable housing developers.
As of year-end 2020, Edina has nine active TIF districts. No new TIF Districts were established this year.
Key details of Edina’s TIF districts are summarized below:

Name
44th and France 2
50th and France 2
72nd and France
Amundson
Avenue
Grandview 2
Southdale 2
66 West
West 76th Street
Pentagon Park

Renewal, 15-years
Redevelopment, 25-years
Special Housing, 20-years

Size
(acres)
1.0
2.8
5.2

Year
Established
2018
2017
2019

First
Collection
2021
2020
2023

Expiration
Year
2036
2045
2043

Special Housing, 20-years

1.2

2019

2022

2042

Redevelopment, 25-years
Economic Development,
8-years
Housing
Special Housing, 20-years
Redevelopment, 25-years

10.8

2016

2020

2045

208

2012

2013

2021

0.9
2.0
47

2016
2018
2014

2019
2022
2018

2044
2042
2043

Type
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In general, Edina uses TIF to a lesser extent than neighboring communities. For property taxes paid in
2020, only 3.8% of the property tax base was included in a TIF District. This is an increase from 3.5%
from the previous year. Based on preliminary estimates for 2021, this measure is likely to increase to 5%
of the total property tax base. Maps and graphs to illustrate the use of TIF in Edina are attached as
Exhibits A and B.
More detailed information regarding each TIF District is contained in the Annual Report submitted to
Minnesota’s Office of the State Auditor. Those reports are available upon request.

INCREMENTAL PROPERTY TAX COLLECTIONS
The incremental property tax is being collected in 5 of the 9 TIF Districts. This amount is calculated by
Hennepin County. The amount collected in each District is summarized below. The 2020 estimates are
based on the most recent information available from Hennepin County.
It should be noted that these “incremental” taxes do not include the base taxes that are distributed to
each of the taxing districts like the County, City and School Districts. Similarly, the amount shown
below do not include other taxes paid by commercial and industrial property owners that are
distributed to the State of Minnesota and contributed into the fiscal disparity pool that is shared with
other municipalities in the metro region.

TIF District Name &
Number

2019

2020

$6,104,336

$5,751,287

Pentagon Park (#1211)

$445,174

$380,452

Grandview 2 (#1212-1213)

$77,768

$183,889

66 West (#1214)

$610

$2,736

50th & France 2 (#1215)

NA

$59,476

44th & France 2

NA

NA

72nd & France

NA

NA

West 76th St

NA

NA

Amundson

NA

NA

Southdale 2 (#1208-1209-1210)

Sources: MN OSA’s Annual Reports and Hennepin County Tax Increment Finance Settlement statements from
December 2020
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PROJECT STATUS
1) 4500 France Avenue – The Lorient Apartments
The HRA entered into a Redevelopment Agreement in 2018 and pledged to issue a TIF note up
to $2.295 million after successful completion of the $29 million redevelopment project. The
project consists of approximately 46 apartments (of which three are affordable to households
with incomes at or below 60 percent of AMI) with approximately 7,000 square feet of
commercial space on the first floor. The new building is designed to be four stories near the
commercial street and two stories along Sunnyside Road to make a smooth transition to the
adjacent single-family houses. The project will also include several infrastructure improvements
in the commercial node and will provide a public plaza, public parking, public art and new public
sidewalks with streetscape improvements.
The project received the Certificate of Occupancy on schedule in August 2020. Residents began
to move into the building. Commercial leasing has been hampered by the pandemic and
challenges finding appropriately sized businesses.
Staff is working with the developer to compile and document compliance with the
Redevelopment Agreement. It is anticipated that the TIF Certificate of Completion will be
delivered in spring 2021. The first TIF payment is anticipated to occur in summer 2021.

2) 3940 Market Street – North Ramp
This project was completed in Fall 2018 at a total estimated cost of $12 million. Real estate
proceeds and monies from the Centennial Lakes TIF fund were used to fund the capital
investment. The final project includes 546 public parking stalls as well as 10,000 square feet of
commercial space.
The commercial space was sold to a private developer in October 2019. After the commercial
spaces were sold, the developer began interior construction for new businesses. The two spaces
will be subdivided to accommodate four new tenants. Basecamp Fitness opened in February
2020 but has been hampered by the pandemic. They remain open subject to governmentmandated operational limits. Soul Cycle began construction in January 2020, but paused on all
new projects when the pandemic took hold. Their opening date is uncertain. An new tenant the Bar Method – is on track to open in January 2021.

3) 3945 Market Street – Nolan Mains / Center Ramp
This property was sold to a private developer in 2018 for construction of 100 units of rental
housing, approximately 20,000 square feet of commercial space and reconstruction of the new
Center Parking Ramp. The building is configured around a series of public walkways and plazas
to create a vibrant pedestrian experience that engages the adjacent commercial properties.
The project also includes shared trash rooms for use by adjacent businesses and extensive,
utility improvements that benefit surrounding properties.
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The HRA issued a $10.1 million TIF note that will begin to bear interest and be payable upon
completion of the $74 million project.
With the support of the Edina Housing Foundation, the HRA also provided a low-interest loan
to support 10 affordable rental units in the facility for a period of at least 15 years.
Residents began to occupy the building in November 2019. The development was determined to
be substantially complete with the installation of final landscaping and street paving in spring
2020.
Maintenance of the exterior common areas was turned over the to the City of Edina in early
2020. City staff have installed additional signage and created educational materials to help
customers better understand how the new ‘shared street’ operates.
Commercial leasing was hampered due to the pandemic. In fall 2020, five new businesses moved
into some of the storefronts. The Lynhall Restaurant has become a popular destination, although
its operations have been limited by the pandemic. Other retailers include: Flirt Boutique, Six for
Good retail, Stranger & Co. retail and Hubert White menswear (holiday pop-up). Additional
tenants are expected in 2021.
The music and event programming anticipated for the public plaza was paused due to the
pandemic.

4) 6112 – 6120 – 6128 – 6142 Kellogg Avenue – Edina Flats
The HRA sold vacant property on Valley View Road and Kellogg Avenue to a private developer
for construction of up to 18 new condominiums. The developer also owns vacant property at
Valley View and Oaklawn.
As of year-end 2020, all four buildings are substantially completed. The public plaza on the
corner was completed in 2019. Ten (10) of the 15 units are sold or reserved for new residents.

5) 5146 Eden Avenue – former Public Works site
The HRA continued to pause redevelopment planning on this vacant site throughout most of
2020. Staff recommends that redevelopment be pursued soon. Based on direction provided by
the HRA Board members, staff is prepared to explore a proposal from Frauenshuh Company
and United Properties in 2021.

6) Southdale Center Mall
In 2019, two transformational projects were completed at the 77-acre Southdale Center Mall
property. The RH Gallery furniture showroom remained operational throughout the pandemic.
The Lifetime Athletic, Lifetime Sport and Lifetime Work facilities were temporarily closed but
have reopened under occupancy limits to limit the spread of the virus.
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The mall was temporarily closed due to the pandemic, but reopened mid-year. While some
retailers closed, several new businesses opened for the holiday season.
The former Herberger site (originally Donaldson’s) remains vacant since the department store
was closed in late summer 2018. Due to the pandemic, the anticipated proposal for new
housing, new library and new retail has been paused. Hennepin County has withdrawn their
interest in the site and paused plans to rebuild the Southdale Regional Library. Simon Properties,
the property owner continues to explore several possibilities for re-use or redevelopment of
the Herberger site. A new concept is likely to be unveiled in 2021.

7) 6600-6800 France Avenue – Southdale Office Center
While the property owner/developer secured land use approvals to add new retail, housing,
hotel and office space on the site in 2016, the only element to be completed has been the new
Bank of America. The property owner has determined that the original concept is not financially
feasible, due in part to the high cost of structured parking and storm water requirements. They
have indicated that the project cannot move forward without significant changes.
In 2020, the property owner worked with McGough Development to prepare a new site plan
that better addresses market conditions. The new proposal was submitted for rezoning
consideration.
Staff determined that the site is eligible for tax increment financing based on the age, layout and
condition of the existing buildings.
Unfortunately, city staff and Planning Commission did not find that the updated plan adequately
met community goals for rezoning. The City Council supported that decision and the developer
withdrew the proposal in January 2021.
While it is likely that the property owner will return with a different proposal, the HRA should
be prepared to consider public financial assistance (TIF) if the new project can deliver enhanced
stormwater improvements as well as other public benefits.

8) 7001 France Avenue – US Bank site
In conjunction with U.S. Bank, Orion Investment and Mortenson Development intend to
redevelop the 5.7-acre site with a mixture of commercial and residential uses, including a
modern facility for US Bank. At year end, the primary tenants have vacated the existing buildings
with only the bank remaining. The developer received preliminary approval to rebuild the site by
creating four separate parcels, each with a new building.
Due to the high cost of construction and redevelopment, the developer indicates that public
financing is necessary to move forward. A proposal for TIF financing is anticipated to be received
in 2021.
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9) 7200/7250 France Avenue
In late 2018, the developer/property owner secured rezoning approval to replace two aging
office buildings with two multi-family apartment buildings with commercial space on the street
level. The approved site plan includes several public realm amenities and preserves a portion of
the property that has a grove of mature trees.
In April 2019, the City & HRA established the 72nd & France TIF District and entered into a
Redevelopment Agreement with the developer. This agreement pledges $12 million in future
TIF payments after successful completion of the project. The TIF pledge will reimburse the
developer for eligible expenses associated with public benefits.
The developer has not been able to secure private funding for the project. Lenders and
investors indicate that the project is not financially feasible in the current format. At this point,
the project is unlikely to move forward. The developer is reviewing options regarding how to
proceed but there is no timetable for redevelopment

10) 3250 West 66th Street – Millennium of Southdale
The first phase of this project began in 2019. It consists of 227 units of multi-family housing. The
vacant building was demolished in summer and site work began soon after. At year-end the
contractor has completed the framing and is busy enclosing the building and working on interior
improvements. The project is anticipated to be completed in 2021.
While this property is located within the Southdale 2 TIF District, this project was privately
financed with no HRA participation. The owner has agreed to make seven of the units (3
percent) affordable.

11) 7001 York Avenue – Hennepin County facility
Hennepin County owns and operates the Regional Library on this 8-acre property. For several
years, they have been considering how to redevelop the property. The Service Center relocated
to Southdale Center in 2015. The Court Facility moved to Ridgedale Center in Minnetonka in
2019. The Regional Library is scheduled to be relocated to the southeast quadrant of Southdale
Center mall as early as 2022.
The HRA may get involved in the future redevelopment of this site, possibly for the creation of
new affordably priced housing in addition to other viable market-driven uses. In 2020, the
County decided to pause its redevelopment plans while it reimages the timing and location for
library services in this area. This delay is due to the pandemic.

12) 3650 Hazelton Road – Bowers Residences
The City approved the zoning for a new high-rise residential building on this 1.25 acre site in
2019. This project is privately financed. The developer to broke ground in Spring 2020 At year
end, the concrete frame is about 75% completed. Occupancy is anticipated in 2022.
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13) 4040 West 70th Street
The Edina Housing Foundation acquired this 1.58-acre site and conducted an RFQ process to
select a developer to build affordable senior housing. The HRA provided a $3.65M loan to
acquire the property. This loan can be forgiven if the Foundation enters into a 99-year ground
lease instead of selling the property to the developer. This method assures long-term
affordability.

14) 4100 West 76th Street – The Sound on 76
The HRA acquired the property in August 2019 and entered into a Purchase Agreement with
Aeon with the intention to sell to Aeon after they have secured full construction funding for an
affordable housing development.
After a brief year-end delay, the HRA conveyed the property to Aeon in January 2021 and
construction has commenced.

15) Pentagon Park South – Pentagon Village
The HRA executed a Redevelopment Agreement with the developer to support complete
redevelopment of the vacant 12-acre property. Upon completion, the developer will deliver
completely new infrastructure and several new building elements. The new buildings are
anticipated to include: new dual-brand Marriott hotel, two new retail buildings, Waterwalk
extended-stay hotel, mixed-use retail/office building, two new office buildings, parking garage and
public plaza.
In recent years, the developer has made significant progress in pursuing complete
redevelopment of the site. The infrastructure and retail buildings have been completed. Three
TIF notes were issued in July 2019 with a total principal amount of $18.1 million.
2020 was a particularly challenging year for Pentagon Village. The COVID-19 pandemic delayed
or de-railed the opening plans of several new businesses. Multiple restaurant operators had
intended to occupy the new retail buildings. Due to the pandemic, only one of the restaurants
opened. The developer was able to pivot and remodeled one of the buildings to accommodate a
new co-working business that was seeking an additional site.
Construction of the dual-branded hotel was also delayed, The hospitality industry was hard hit
by the pandemic. This dramatically reduced both business and leisure travel. With occupancy
rates unlikely to recover for several years, the hotel operator has not identified when the
ground breaking will occur.
Construction of the extended-stay hotel had been delayed prior to the pandemic but the weak
outlook for the hospitality industry led the developer to investigate other options for the site.
At this time, there are no firm plans.
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Facing these challenges, the developer has amplified their marketing efforts for the site. They are
actively seeking strong tenants to occupy the site and are seeking new partners for some of the
delayed sites.
These challenges have little impact on the HRA. Until milestones identified in the
Redevelopment Agreement are achieved, the TIF Notes will not bear interest or be payable.

16) 7075 Amundson Avenue
The HRA acquired 7075 Amundson from the Edina Housing Foundation at the asking price of
$1.3M sold to MWF Properties for $600,000. This write-down helped fill a funding gap and
allowed MWF to maximize points on their Low Income Housing Tax Credit application. Full
funding was secured in early 2020.
Construction began in early summer 2020. At year end, the structural framing is complete and
the roof and windows are being installed. The project is on schedule to be delivered in Summer
2021.

OTHER HRA ACTIVITIES
17) Small Business Emergency Assistance Program
In response to the economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, the HRA created an
Emergency Assistance Program to provide forgivable loans to small businesses suffering negative
impacts. Eventually, two rounds of funding were made available.
Both rounds focused on brick and mortar businesses with more than a single employee/owner.
These types of businesses were prioritized because multiple business failures in Edina’s various
business districts potentially threaten the ongoing viability and desirability of those districts and
would damage the redevelopment efforts of the HRA.
Other HRA programs and activities were put on hold in lieu of this unanticipated priority.
Eleven (11) small businesses were provided $9,000 forgivable loans in the first round. The 11
businesses were competitively ranked by need, employment, and potential for success. All of
those loans were forgiven in fall 2020 thanks to Edina’s allocation of federal CARES Act monies.
The HRA was then reimbursed to keep the HRA’s budget whole.
An additional forty one (41) small businesses were provided $10,000 grants in the second round
of funding. This round also used part of Edina’s allocation of federal CARES Act monies. These
41 businesses were selected randomly from a pool of more than 50 eligible applicants.
All funds were disbursed and all agreements were executed by the November 15, 2020
deadline.
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18) Emergency Rental Assistance Program
To protect residents faced with job loss or other hardship due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the
HRA created an Emergency Rental Assistance Program. This program is operated by VEAP.
Originally, the funding came from Edina’s Affordable Housing Trust Fund. Up to $500,000 was
pledged. By the program deadline in November 2020, $200,000 in rental assistance had been
provided to maintain people in their housing in Edina.
When Edina’s funds were combined other resources, VEAP was able to serve 312 Edina
households with emergency rental assistance. There are 300 Edina households on a waiting list
for support when additional funds become available.
Eventually, monies from the City’s allocation of federal CARES Act funding was use to
reimburse the Trust Fund.

19) Open to Business Program
The HRA continues to partner with the Metropolitan Consortium of Community Developers
(MCCD) to provide free business consulting services for start-up businesses or expanding
businesses located within Edina. These services are also provided to Edina residents regardless
of where the business may eventually be located. The $5,000 annual contribution from the HRA
supplements funding provided from Hennepin County.
The implementation of this program was hindered by the pandemic and related closure of City
Hall in 2020. MCCD staff shifted focus to support Hennepin County in delivering grants to more
than 150 existing businesses in Edina. Additional detail of Open to Business services delivered
are not available at this time.
Staff recommends that Edina continue to participate in this program in 2021.

20) Come Home to Edina Program
The Come Home 2 Edina program closed thirteen loans in 2020. Marketing efforts have been
increased, especially to organizations that serve under-represented populations.
The Edina Housing Foundation also launched a new program to assist existing homeowners who
have been affected by the COVID-19 pandemic by providing second mortgages allowing the
homeowner to reduce their first mortgage obligation and to assistance homeowners requiring
mortgage forbearance.

21) Class 4d Property Tax Incentive
HRA approved a pilot program for owners of naturally occurring affordable multifamily
properties to reduce their property tax obligation by investing in energy efficient upgrades to
the building and committing to keep units affordable for households with incomes at or below
60 percent of AMI for a period of time.
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This program has not been embraced by apartment owners in Edina. No one used this program
in 2019 and only one owner used the program in 2020. Staff will continue to offer this program
in hopes of maintaining existing affordable housing units.

22) Community Land Trust program - WHAHLT
HRA approved a $1.3 Million line of credit with the West Hennepin Affordable Housing Land
Trust (WHAHLT). This includes using $840,000 in grants to expand the Homes Within Reach
program in Edina.

23) Affordable Single Family Homes – Metro HRA
In 2020, the HRA approved $2 million in funding to support a new partnership between the
Edina HRA and Metro HRA. These funds will be used to acquire single family houses in Edina
and lease to households on Section 8. The Edina HRA will hold title to the houses, but lease to
Metro HRA to maintain and manage for their program participants.

FORECAST OF 2021 ACTIVITIES
The staff work plans for 2021 tentatively include these activities:
•

Issue TIF note for 4500 France Ave. – Lorient Apartments

•

Make TIF payments for Orion 4500 France and Edina Market Street

•

De-certify the Southdale 2 TIF District at year-end

•

Evaluate whether to maintain or de-certify the 66 West TIF District

•

Implement strategy to redevelop the vacant site at 5146 Eden Ave.

•

Determine viability to implement district parking at 44th & France neighborhood node.

•

Work with local commercial properties to implement business/tenant attraction program.

•

Create process to improve communications with local businesses.

•

Monitor and update policies to support businesses as they recover from pandemic business
conditions

•

Conduct six business appreciation and retention visits with Mayor and City Manager

•

Make a determination regarding enacting a Tenant Protection Policy.

•

Monitor and process construction draws for the Sound on 76th (4100 W. 76th Street)

•

Monitor construction draws for 7075-7079 Amundson Avenue

•

Work with Developer of 4040 W. 70th Street on funding applications for the development of
senior affordable housing.
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•

Continue working with West Hennepin Affordable Housing Land Trust to expand their single
family home ownership

•

Update Come Home 2 Edina website to make more user friendly

•

Develop workplan items based on the Housing Task Force Report.

•

Market NOAH 4d Pilot Program

•

Continue working with Metro HRA on expanding program for Sec. 8 single family households

•

Develop training programs for owners and property managers in Multifamily rental buildings

•

Maintain a database on the number and location of affordable housing in Edina.

•

Investigate possibility of creating a Homeownership Rehabilitation program.

•

Review process on using affordable housing funds received from the Buy-In option and develop a
policy to ensure funds will be used with a race and equity lens.

•

Work with VEAP to determine need for Rental Assistance in response to COVID-19

Prepared by:
Bill Neuendorf
Economic Development Manager

Stephanie Hawkinson
Affordable Housing Development Manager

January 28, 2021
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Exhibit A – Map of Active TIF Districts
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Exhibit B – Use of TIF in Edina
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Exhibit C
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